Florida Safety Council
a division of the United Safety Council
A Non-Profit 501(c)3 Organization
Why is this important?
There are two unique benefits to those who obtain training through the Florida Safety Council that no other
provider offers.


The work of the Florida Safety Council is funded through tuition fees, corporate membership fees,
contributions and grants. There are no owners making a profit from the services we provide. There
are no investors receiving a return on their investment, and no stockholders receiving dividends.
Profit is not a motive in our pricing. All proceeds are used in the costs of the services our students
receive.



Our non-profit organization fulfills a mission deemed by the IRS to be worthy of this special status.
We are governed by a volunteer board of directors comprised of business and civic leaders. The
board monitors our budget, and to make sure our legal and ethical integrity.

Our Mission
Our mission is to reduce preventable injuries and save lives through highly effective safety and health
education, professional testing and monitoring. We promote safety in every phase of life: in the home, on
the road, in schools, businesses, industrial facilities and government. The United Safety Council represents
people and businesses working together to prevent mishaps, injuries and fatalities and the costs associated
with them.
Our students join with us and our members in fostering a culture of safety, empowering everyone to live
and work safely.
It is a great privilege serving our community in this way.
Thank you for trusting us for effective training.
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The Florida Safety Council (FSC) is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization headquartered in Orlando, and governed by a
Board of Directors comprised of prominent business and civic leaders who volunteer their time to create a safer
community. A variety of Advisory Committees are utilized to provide guidance.

FSC was established in 1953 with the mission to promote traffic safety throughout Central Florida. Since that time,
over three million individuals have received safety and health related training enabling them to enhance the quality
of life in the home, workplace, schools, and on our roadways. Today, FSC training centers are expanding beyond
Central Florida by providing curriculums for safety training agencies throughout the nation. In addition, thanks to
evolving technology, FSC has over 100 traffic and occupational safety related courses available on the Internet for
those seeking a safer environment throughout the world. We now have students completing safety training courses
from all over the United States and from places as far away as South America, Europe, the Middle East, Africa and
Asia through our international parent non-profit organization, the United Safety Council (USC).
The Florida Safety Council provides safety and health training in the following areas:
Driver Improvement Programs: Promoting traffic safety is the cornerstone of the FSC’s education and training
initiatives. Driver Improvement Programs are designed to encourage safe and courteous driving habits by enhancing
defensive driving abilities and awareness.
FSC also offers a variety of driver improvement programs for individuals, commercial drivers, truck drivers, mature
drivers and motorcycle operators. One-on-one driving lessons and high school driver education programs are
provided as well. Additionally, FSC provides the Traffic Law and Substance Abuse Education (TLSAE) course required
for all 1st time drivers in Florida.
DUI and Alcohol Related Programs: FSC’s DUI Programs are aimed at changing the behavior of offenders; thereby
reducing the risk of future DUI related arrests, injuries, and deaths. State certified evaluators and instructors are
responsible for helping each client understand the issues and factors related to risk reduction. FSC’s DUI Programs
are licensed by the Department of Highway Safety & Motor Vehicles (DHSMV) to provide services in Brevard, Orange,
Osceola, and Seminole Counties. FSC also works closely with the Courts on Ignition Interlock Device and Secure
Continuous Remote Alcohol Monitor orders.
Workplace Safety Training: The Council offers a wide variety of safety courses and seminars designed to meet OSHA
standards in the workplace. These interactive courses and seminars offer opportunities for participants to share
ideas, problems and solutions. In addition to training courses and seminars, FSC also sponsors free safety and
educational forums for the community. The Council is an approved OSHA Training Institute Host Site. FSC is also an
approved provider for the nationally recognized Certified Occupational Safety Specialist (COSS) program.
Youth Related Programs: Recognizing the community need for courses to address the driving behaviors and
behavior management issues facing our youth; FSC created programs targeting drivers and passengers under the age
of 25: teens with anger management issues; and those with impulsive behaviors such as shoplifting, bullying, criminal
mischief, and destruction of property.
Public Education & Awareness: Within the community, FSC promotes safety and mishap prevention through its
speaker’s bureau, literature, and multi-media public awareness campaigns. The Safety Council is also an approved
Continuing Education (CEU) provider for DUI certified staff, Licensed Mental Health Counselors, Licensed Clinical
Social Workers, Licensed Marriage and Family Therapists, and for the Statewide Public Guardianship Office.
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THE FLORIDA SAFETY COUNCIL

As a private not-for-profit and non-governmental organization, FSC is funded primarily through student tuition and
corporate memberships.

Our staff stands ready to assist you with answers to any questions or additional information on any of our
courses. For further information or to observe a class, please contact one of the department heads listed
below.

COUNCIL MANAGEMENT TEAM

CONTACT INFORMATION

Chris Earl

Executive Director

(407) 897-4412

Nora Scandella

Executive Assistant

(407) 897-4412

Shirley Cemoni

Director of Human Resources & BDI Programs

(407) 897-4445

David Shaw

Director of Finance

(407) 897-4409

Glenn Victor

Director of Business Relations

(407) 897-4456

Larry Wilson

Director of Special Programs

(407) 897-4403

Anne Rollyson

Director of DUI & Behavior Management Programs

(407) 897-4411

Juanita Black

Regional Manager – Central

(407) 897-4416

Valerie Becker

Regional Manager – Eastern

(321) 631-2347

Nancy Walen

Business Development Manager – Western

(813) 248-3009

Christina Jones

SCRAM & Behavior Management

(407) 897-4454

REGISTRATION OFFICES
PHONE

FAX

(407) 896-1894

(407) 895-2650

DUI Information Line

(407) 897-4421

(407) 897-4471

SCRAM Program

(407) 897-4454

Orange County

Orlando Headquarters

Brevard County

Melbourne Office

(321) 952-5327

(321) 727-7429

Hillsborough County

Tampa Office

(813) 248-3009

(813) 247-3671

Osceola County

Kissimmee Office

(407) 846-2555

(407) 846-8744

Seminole County

Casselberry Office

(407) 831-7200

(407) 831-5950

Toll Free

(800) 372-3335
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Orange County (Headquarters):
Orlando
1505 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32803
[East of US 17/92, between Shine & Fern Creek Avenues]
Registration Hours: Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
DUI Registrations: Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Brevard County:
Melbourne 1515 Elizabeth Street, Suite C
Melbourne, FL 32901

(407) 896-1894
(800) 372-3335

(321) 952-5327

[Babcock St. to Hibiscus Blvd., turn west, then left onto Elizabeth St.]
Registration Hours: Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
DUI Registrations: Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Hillsborough County:
Tampa 9389 North Florida Avenue
Tampa, FL 33612

(813) 247-3671

Serving Hillsborough, Pinellas, Pasco, Hernando,
Polk, Highlands, Hardee & Desoto Counties
Registration Hours: Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Osceola County:
Kissimmee 3501 W. Vine Street, Suite 124
Kissimmee, FL 34741

(407) 846-2555

[Route 192; In La Mirada Plaza, 1 mile west of John Young Pkwy]
Registration Hours: Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
DUI Registrations: Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Seminole County:
Casselberry 7800 S. US Highway 17/92, Suite 100
Casselberry, FL 32730

(407) 831-7200

[In Mainstreet Square, at Lake of the Woods Blvd. between S.R. 436 & O’Brien Rd.]
Registration Hours: Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
DUI Registrations: Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
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LOCATION & REGISTRATION HOURS

LOCATIONS & REGISTRATION HOURS

Weekend, Evening & Holiday Classes and appointments as previously scheduled

BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

 The Florida Safety Council’s Behavior Management
Department provides courses promoting healthy living.
 Courses may be Court ordered, in order to reduce
repeat appearances on the same or more serious
charges.
 Courses are presented by professional, certified
instructors who meet all State of Florida requirements.
 Certificates of completion are presented to students
upon successful completion of each course, for court’s
order or probation officer verification.
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(8-hour)
[Juvenile Class Description on Page 6]
PURPOSE
 This course is designed to help offenders examine their behaviors, attitudes, and actions.
 This program is offered to both male and female offenders.
COURT ORDERED
This eight (8) hour program is not to be used as a substitute for a 26-week Batterer’s
Intervention Program for domestic violence cases.
This course may also be taken voluntarily.

COURSE CONTENT









PROGRAMS

GOAL To reduce the reoccurrence of acts of aggression by examining trained patterns of control.

Cause, effect and consequences of failure to manage anger.
Recognizing, identifying and understanding behaviors that contribute to anger.
Impulse control and alternative behaviors.
Utilizing anger management methods and techniques, planned responses and assertive
communication skills in managing anger.
Finding alternative behavioral choices through discussion and role-play.
Stress management and problem-solving techniques to influence positive decision-making and
functioning.
Identifying pathways that intensify anger and pathways of resolving conflict.
Identifying and defining positive behaviors and attitudes to promote productivity.

COURSE FORMAT






One-day, eight (8) hour course.
Small class size to maximize student participation and personalized attention.
Uses exercises and thought provoking questions with intense self-examination to explore human
behavior, and consequences of negative behaviors and actions.
Students learn their new roles in personal relationships with others.
Workbooks included.

REGISTRATION
Students are asked to provide a copy of the court order, unless they are taking the course voluntarily.
Enroll by contacting any of our locations or visiting our website at www.floridasafety.org.
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BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

ADULT ANGER MANAGEMENT

BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

JUVENILE ANGER MANAGEMENT
(4-hour)
[Adult Class Description on Page 5]
PURPOSE
 Designed to help offenders, age 13 to 17, and examine their behavior, attitude and actions.
 Helps to instill discipline in the individual offender by presenting behavioral alternatives to anger
and anger control techniques.
 Serves as an alternative, which can be used by Judges of the Court, in lieu of jail and/or prison
time.
 Aids Juvenile Probation by serving as a probationary sanction or diversion program.
COURT ORDERED
This course may also be taken voluntarily, or with parental referral.
GOAL The goal of the program is to decrease recidivism of first time offenders as well as educate,
equip, and inform offenders of alternative ways of coping with anger and of expressing anger in
an appropriate manner.
COURSE CONTENT








Define and recognize anger.
Psychological, emotional, and biological response to anger.
Assess personal anger triggers and understand behaviors that contribute to anger.
Control anger and develop alternative behaviors.
Develop anger management methods and techniques, planned responses and assertive
communication skills in managing anger.
Utilize the six-step, problem-solving technique to influence positive decision-making, attitude,
and function.
Analyze students thinking and discuss bullying.

COURSE FORMAT





Four (4) hour course.
Small class size to maximize student participation and personalized attention.
Uses workshops that focus on specific, anger-related topics such as recognizing anger,
controlling anger, problem solving and bullying.
Anger control log.

REGISTRATION
Enroll by contacting any of our locations or visiting our website at www.floridasafety.org.
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(8-hour)
[Juvenile Class Description on Page 8]
PURPOSE This course is designed to help offenders examine their behavior, attitude, and actions, and
assist in modifying negative behaviors that lead to theft. Additionally, students will learn how
to identify the necessary steps which would allow them to curb compulsive behaviors and
make a positive change in their lives.
COURT ORDERED
This course is not for juvenile offenders (under age 18).
GOAL

To reduce the reoccurrence of theft and its impact on the individual, the family, the business
and community.










Cause, effect and consequences of committing theft.
Impulse control and alternative behavior.
Taking control and being responsible for one's own attitudes and behaviors.
Identifying and distinguishing between wants and needs.
Goal setting and establishing priorities.
Defining and clarifying personal values.
Stress management, self-motivation and trust building exercises.
Identifying and defining positive behavior and attitude for a crime-free life.

COURSE FORMAT



PROGRAMS

COURSE CONTENT

Eight-hour (8) course.
Uses integrity therapy and behavior modification to explore conduct and the consequences of
negative decisions and actions.

REGISTRATION
Enroll by contacting any of our locations or visiting our website at www.FloridaSafety.org.
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BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

ADULT IMPULSE CONTROL / SHOPLIFTING

BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

JUVENILE IMPULSE CONTROL / SHOPLIFTING
(4-hour)
[Adult Class Description on Page 7]
PURPOSE

This course is designed to help offenders, age 13-17, and examine their behavior, attitude
and actions. Open to juveniles from other referral sources in the community. Students will
learn how to identify the steps necessary to make a positive change in their lives.
COURT ORDERED
Business referrals, youth agency referrals, and parental referrals are also encouraged.

GOAL

To reduce the reoccurrence of theft and its impact on the individual, the family, the business
and community.

COURSE CONTENT











Cause, effect and consequences of committing theft.
Impulse control and alternative behavior.
Taking control and being accountable and responsible for one’s own attitudes and behaviors.
Identifying and distinguishing between wants and needs.
Setting effective goals and establishing priorities.
Defining and clarifying personal values.
Assertiveness, self-motivation and trust building exercises.
Identifying and defining positive behavior and attitude for a crime-free life.
Identifying positive role models and friends.
Discuss peer pressure and utilize methods and techniques in resisting peer pressure.

COURSE FORMAT
 Four (4) hour course.
 Uses integrity therapy and behavior modification to explore conduct and the consequences of

negative decisions and actions.
 Small class size to encourage individual participation.
REGISTRATION
Enroll by contacting any of our locations or visiting our website at www.FloridaSafety.org.
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PURPOSE
 To provide the Courts, probation, attorneys, diversion programs and other criminal justice
professionals with a tool to deter, detect, and receive confirmed drug use via transdermal patch
technology. The patch detects Cocaine, Benzodiazepines, Opiates, Heroine, Morphine,
Amphetamines, Methamphetamines, THC, PCP and the metabolites from these drugs.
 Provides a monitoring option for Employee Assistance Programs (EAP) where drug usage has been
an issue with an employee’s performance or the company’s standards of safety.
 Effective monitoring tool for treatment agencies working with individuals involved in treatment
voluntarily or involuntarily.
 Option during child custody cases where drug usage is alleged.

PROGRAMS

MAY BE COURT ORDERED

GOALS
 Increase public safety and victim safety by monitoring a person’s drug usage behavior.
 Creates accountability among individuals for their drug induced behavior.
 Promotes behavior change.
 Reduces jail and prison populations by providing cost effective supervision alternatives.
 Provides the individual the opportunity to continue to be a productive citizen and support their
family while they are being monitored.

HOW DOES IT WORK
 The collector pad is applied to the skin and held in place by a strong adhesive film.
 If the person uses drugs while wearing the patch the drug and/or metabolite will be excreted in
the sweat and absorbed in the collector pad.
 Each pad is sent to a certified laboratory for testing.

PARTICIPATION
 Participation in the Drug Abuse Sweat Patch Program may be voluntary, court ordered, a
condition of probation or pre-trial diversion. Individuals with certain skin conditions may not be
eligible.
STATUS REPORT
 Once the collector pad is analyzed by the laboratory, if any drugs are detected, it will be reflected
in the report.
REGISTRATION
To register call the Florida Safety Council at 407-897-4454 or after hours at 407-897-0014.
The Drug Abuse Sweat Patch is offered in Orange, Osceola, Seminole and Brevard Counties.
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BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

DRUG ABUSE MONITORING
- THE SWEAT PATCH -

SUBSTANCE ABUSE EDUCATION

BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

Marijuana Awareness Program
(MAP)
PURPOSE
The provide city municipalities that have decriminalized some possession of cannabis infractions
and courts with education interventions for applicable offenders. The course will educate qualifying
individuals with greater awareness of facts and current trends in marijuana usage.
Qualifying Individuals may be referred by city municipalities, the courts, or voluntarily enroll. The
course is for adults only; combining minors and adults in this course is not advisable.
GOALS

Educate participants of the health risks associated with marijuana usage.

Expose participants to factual information about the societal costs of marijuana usage.

Assist participants in assessing their own usage and determine if seeking assistance from
other community supports is the best decision they can make.

Educate them regarding the risks of future charges.

Assist clients in understanding how marijuana usage can lead to changing to another
addictive substance, and possibly lead to more serious drug infractions, charges, addiction, and/or
death.

Explore healthy alternatives to marijuana usage.
REGISTRATION

Registration available in the Orlando office only.

The client is responsible for accurately reporting to FSC which entity has referred him/her to
FSC. If court ordered and ordered for civil citations, FSC will secure releases of information to
report completion or failure to do so to the referring agency.
PAYMENT

If FSC has a contract with the referring agency for the course, then FSC will bill that entity
directly. If FSC does not have a contract with the referring agency, the client is responsible for full
payment at enrollment.
COURSE FORMAT

The class is offered in one 8-hour session with a lunch break or two 4-hour segments on
different days.

Absences are only excused with proper documentation as defined for "good cause." A
person with an excused absence must complete the entire course but rescheduling fees will be
waived.
CLASS AVAILABILITY: As scheduled based on need and fiscal responsibility.
REQUIREMENTS: Photo ID (preferably issued by government entity), copy of court or civil orders,
willingness to sign release of information to referring entity.
© Florida Safety Council, A Division of the United Safety Council, a non-profit 501(c)(3)
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PURPOSE

To provide the Courts, probation, attorneys, diversion programs and other criminal justice
professionals with a tool to deter, detect, and receive confirmed documentation of
alcohol use via transdermal technology 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Effective
monitoring tool for treatment agencies working with individuals involved in treatment
voluntarily or involuntarily.
Option during custody visitation where alcohol was cited as an issue/risk.
MAY BE COURT ORDERED

PROGRAMS

GOALS
 Increase public safety and individual’s safety by closely monitoring a person’s drinking behavior.
 Create accountability among individuals for their drinking behavior.
 Promote behavior change.
 Reduce jail and prison populations by providing cost effective supervision alternatives.
 Provide an individual the opportunity to continue to be a productive citizen and support their
family while still being monitored.

HOW DOES IT WORK
 The SCRAM device is a “bracelet” snuggly locked onto the ankle and worn 24 hours a day.
 The device measures and reports on any alcohol consumption as well as any tampering,
obstruction or removal attempt.
 Optional base station allows for daily uploads of data from home.
PARTICIPATION
 Participating in SCRAM may be voluntary, court ordered, a condition of probation or pre-trial
diversion.
 Individuals with certain medical conditions such as pregnancy, diabetes, or skin disorders may
not be eligible.
STATUS REPORTS
 The referring source will be provided status reports on any tampering or removal attempts of the
bracelet as well as confirmed drinking events.
REGISTRATION
To register call the Florida Safety Council at 407-897-4454, or 407-879-0014 after hours.
SCRAM is offered in Orange, Osceola, Brevard and Seminole Counties.

The SCRAM is offered in partnership with Alcohol Monitoring Systems, Inc. (AMS)
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BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

SECURE CONTINUOUS REMOTE ALCOHOL MONITOR
(SCRAM)

BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

JOLT
Juvenile Offender Life Training
(4-hour)
PURPOSE

This course is designed as an early intervention and diversion program for youthful offenders. It
will assist offenders in examining their behavior, attitude and actions by instilling discipline and
offering behavioral alternatives. The Juvenile Offender Life Training Course serves as an
alternative, which can be used by the Judges of the Court in lieu of jail and/or prison time, and aid
Juvenile Probation by serving as a probationary sanction or diversion program. MAY ALSO BE
TAKEN VOLUNTARILY

GOAL
 The goal of this program is to decrease the recidivism rate of first time offenders as well as to educate,
equip, and inform offenders of alternative ways of coping with negative behavior.
 Reduce incidents of underage possession of alcohol and tobacco, as well as possession of drugs.
 Provide alternative behaviors to be used in place of anger, the utilization of anger control techniques, and
to express anger in an appropriate manner.
 Curtail negative behavior as it relates to vandalism and destruction of property.
 Motivate students to achieve lifetime awards for positive behavior.
COURSE CONTENT
 Identify how media pressure and peer pressure influence decisions.
 Define binge drinking and the risks associated with it.
 Effects of alcohol usage/drugs on the body; laws regarding drinking, possession of alcohol/tobacco by a
minor. (Zero Tolerance Law, chapter 893, DUI Laws)
 Define and recognize anger; discuss the psychological, emotional and biological response to anger.
 Control anger and the development of alternative behaviors.
 The development of anger management methods and techniques, planned responses and assertive
communication skills in managing anger.
 Utilization of the six-step problem-solving technique to influence positive decision-making, attitude, and
function.
 Effects and consequences of domestic violence arising from anger.
 Discussion of bullying and cyber bullying.
 Choices and consequences of negative behavior.
 Setting priorities and goals.
 Consequences of the act of vandalism, destruction of property, and other forms of criminal mischief.
COURSE FORMAT
 Four (4) hour course.
 Small class size to maximize student participation and personalized attention.
 Interactive format including videos, class participation, group activities, and workbook exercises.
 Anger control logging.

REGISTRATION
Enroll by contacting any of our locations or visiting our website at www.floridasafety.org.
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(VAP 2-hour)
PURPOSE
To assist DUI, habitual traffic, and other offenders in changing their driving behavior patterns.
VAP is designed to modify driver behavior through educating and introducing the driver to
the realities of how irresponsible driving impacts the community, victims and their families,
and the driver's family.
COURT ORDERED for DUI, Reckless Drivers (with or without substance involvement), Habitual
Traffic Offenders, and others. This course may be taken voluntarily.

PROGRAMS

GOALS
 Provide an additional educational program for DUI, habitual and other traffic offenders in the
county court system.
 Offer DUI, habitual traffic, and other offenders’ new approaches to change driving behavior
patterns to reduce the impact that collisions, injuries, and deaths have on others.

COURSE CONTENT
 Utilizes real life situations of a Victim Speaker Panel to expose students to the consequences of
their driving behavior upon the community.
 Provide students with statistical profiles (including national, state, and local data) of the results of
their driving behavior upon the community, i.e. costs, accidents, injuries and deaths.
 Through lecture and interactive educational techniques to assist students in identifying improper
behavior patterns.
 Provide new methods of behavior awareness to encourage positive driving behavior.
 Approved by the State Attorney’s Office (9th Judicial Circuit) for DUI Pre-Trial Diversion and
Veteran’s Court Diversion requirements.
COURSE FORMAT
A two (2) hour program consisting of the following components that are used to influence and change
driving behavior patterns:
 Education - the statistical, financial and emotional impact their driving has on the community.
 Audio Visual Media - newspaper articles/current events and video.
 Victim Impact Panel - consisting of individual(s) who have suffered permanent injury or lost a
loved one as a result of DUI and other offense.
 Facilitator Discussion - facilitator involves students in discussion of the information being
presented and deals directly with irresponsible driving behavior and its effects on the community.
REGISTRATION
Enroll by contacting any of our locations or register online at www.floridasafety.org
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BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

VICTIM AWARENESS PROGRAM

BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

VITAL LIVING SKILLS (VLS)
Life Skills 30+ hours
A program offered within the Correctional Systems
PURPOSE

A personal development, self improvement course that teaches the participant a variety
of life skills, philosophies, and techniques.
The curriculum covers attitude change, negative influences and thinking, relationship
building communication, financial stability and job acquirement skills.

GOAL
 Reduce recidivism on similar or more serious charges, through teaching participants how their
environment and life's influences affect who they are today and who they can become.
 Provides many self-evaluation exercises that help them organize their lives and get on the right
track.
 Builds self esteem and self confidence.
 Participants create a bond with other students and have the opportunity to express their
feelings in a peer group setting.
(Juvenile Vital Living Skills is also available)
Minimum of 30 hours.
COURSE CONTENT
 Involves attitude change, and identifying negative influences/thinking.
 Developing good habits, self-motivation and self-conditioning processes.
 Self-evaluation exercises that assist the individual in organizing and stabilizing their lives.
 Problem solving, dealing with emotions, and handling emotional blocks.
 Creating healthy family relationships, practicing and maintaining nourishing relationships, and
establishing inter-family understanding and communications.
 Establishing financial stability.
 Acquiring and maintaining a job.
 Learning how to communicate effectively.
 Understanding the consequences of involvement in substance abuse. Discussing, defining and
explaining the physical and psychological dependence and effects.
REFERRAL SOURCE
 By Court Order.
 Probation Officer with Vital Living Skills Project Referral Form.
 Sheriff’s Office for individuals who are incarcerated.
PARTICIPATION
 Attendance is mandatory. Active participation is required.
 Class size: 10-18 students.
 The orientation session will cover the project’s goals/rules.
© Florida Safety Council, A Division of the United Safety Council, a non-profit 501(c)(3)
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VITAL LIVING SKILLS (VLS) – (CONT’D)

STATUS REPORTS
 Enrollment, Attendance, Conduct, with additional reports to Probation as requested.
 Upon successful completion, a graduation certificate is issued.
REGISTRATION
Probation Officers may call (407) 896-1894 for more information.

PROGRAMS
© Florida Safety Council, A Division of the United Safety Council, a non-profit 501(c)(3)
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BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

Life Skills 30+ hours
A program offered within the Correctional Systems

DRIVER IMPROVEMENT COURSES

 Courses meet or exceed the State of Florida
certification requirements.

DRIVER IMPROVEMENT

 Courses may be Court ordered, if the Court believes
that education may reduce repeat appearances on
the same or more serious charges.
 Courses are presented by professional, certified
trainers who meet all State of Florida requirements.


Certificates of completion are presented to students
upon successful completion of each course.



Reports are submitted to the Department of Highway
Safety & Motor Vehicles and/or the Courts on all
students successfully completing the following
courses, as required.

© Florida Safety Council, A Division of the United Safety Council, a non-profit 501(c)(3)
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3 in 3 Driver Change Course
(3 Crashes in 3 Years)
PURPOSE For individuals of any age who have been convicted or plead nolo contender to a third traffic
offense that caused a crash within a 36 month period.
MAY BE COURT ORDERED
To assess and correct problematic driving habits and poor driving skills that lead to crashes.
An emphasis is placed upon defensive driving techniques, proper decision-making and risk
management skills.

COURSE CONTENT



A twelve (12) hour Advanced Driver Improvement Course.
Four (4) hours of Behind The Wheel assessment and training.

COURSE FORMAT



Advanced Driver Improvement Course is divided into multiple sessions and also may be completed
online.
Behind the Wheel assessment and instruction is conducted on a one on one, individual basis and is
divided into two sessions.

COURSE AVAILABILITY


This course is available in locations throughout Brevard, Orange, Osceola and Seminole Counties.

CLASS AVAILABILITY





Classes are scheduled on a regular basis.
Classes conveniently located at all office locations.
The ADI class is also available on the INTERNET. A series of established questions and answers is
used to verify student identity during the minimum of 12 hours online.
Available on the Internet at: www.onlineADI.com.

REGISTRATION
Enrollment is conducted via telephone or in person in our Orlando Headquarters location. The student
must have a valid Florida Driver license or a letter of suspension from the DHSMV, which will serve as a
temporary license for training.

© Florida Safety Council, A Division of the United Safety Council, a non-profit 501(c)(3)
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DRIVER IMPROVEMENT

GOAL

ADI (12-hour)
Advanced Driver Improvement
Available “Live” (if Court Preferred) and on the Internet
State of Florida Approved
PURPOSE
Designed for offenders with multiple traffic citations, and other high-risk drivers who
have had their licenses suspended or revoked. Course reviews and changes the driving
behaviors that have caused them to receive traffic tickets and become involved in traffic
crashes.

DRIVER IMPROVEMENT

COURT ORDERED or required by the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles for
suspended or revoked drivers license renewals.
May also be required under Habitual Traffic Offender or Points guidelines of the Department of
Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles.
GOAL

Examination of the relationship between past driving behaviors, holding a driver’s license,
and driving responsibly.

COURSE CONTENT

Understand the basic common needs to all individuals.

Define the needs fulfilled by having a driver’s license.

Accept responsibility for offender’s own actions.

Establish importance of self-control.

Identify the cause(s) of violations and poor driving records.

Identify the advantages of maintaining a good driving record.

Establish and maintain "safe driving" behaviors and attitudes.
COURSE FORMAT

Twelve (12) hour course divided into multiple sessions.

Maximum of 20 participants per class in a highly interactive format.

Group sessions conducted by a certified trainer.

A certificate is issued upon completion of the course.
CLASS AVAILABILITY

Classes are scheduled on a regular basis.

Classes conveniently located at all office locations.

The ADI class is also available on the INTERNET. A series of established questions and
answers is used to verify student identity during the minimum of 12 hours online.

Available on the Internet at: www.onlineADI.com.
REGISTRATION
Enroll by contacting any of our locations or visit our website at www.floridasafety.org

© Florida Safety Council, A Division of the United Safety Council, a non-profit 501(c)(3)
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AGGRESSIVE DRIVING
(8-Hour)
PURPOSE

Designed for drivers with multiple traffic offenses and to help drivers who exhibit signs of
Aggressive Driving, Road Rage, or Street Racing behaviors. Review and change the driving
behaviors that have caused offenders to receive traffic tickets and/or become involved in
traffic crashes.
COURT ORDERED
Instruct students on the value of responsible driving. Identify that the cause of most
traffic tickets and crashes is not ignorance of traffic laws, but a chosen behavior.

COURSE CONTENT
 Addresses negative ramifications of aggressive driving.
 Addresses negative ramifications of street racing.
 Understand the basic needs common to all people.
 Define the needs fulfilled by having a driver’s license.
 Accept responsibility for offender’s own actions.
 Establish importance of self-control.
 Identify the cause(s) of violations and poor driving records.
 Identify the advantages of maintaining a good driving record.
 Establish and maintain "safe driving" behaviors and attitudes.
 Become familiar with the signs of aggressive driving.
 Gain insight on how to avoid an aggressive driver.
COURSE FORMAT
 Eight (8) hour course divided into two four-hour sessions.
 Maximum of 20 participants per class in a highly interactive format.
 Group sessions conducted by a certified trainer.
 Homework assignments required for successful completion.
 A certificate is issued upon completion of the course.
CLASS AVAILABILITY
 Scheduled on a regular basis.
REGISTRATION
Students are asked to provide a copy of the court order or citation in order to make sure the correct
information is being listed and the proper agencies are notified of attendance.
Enroll by contacting any of our locations or visiting our website at www.floridasafety.org.
Developed with input from local Judges on the dangerous behaviors seen in traffic court.
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DRIVER IMPROVEMENT

GOAL

BDI-4
BASIC DRIVER IMPROVEMENT (4-Hour)
Also Available on the Internet
State of Florida Approved for Point Reduction

DRIVER IMPROVEMENT

PURPOSE
 Point Reduction “TRAFFIC SCHOOL”
 Approved by the State of Florida for Point Reduction (Exception: CDL)
 Required for running a red light, passing a stopped school bus, racing on a highway, spectator of
racing on a highway, or reckless driving. MAY BE COURT ORDERED.
 Offers drivers an option to have adjudication withheld, keep points off drivers license, maintain
"safe driver“ status, and hold insurance premium costs down.
 Violator can attend once a year, up to 5 times in a lifetime.
 Volunteer attendance to improve defensive driving skills, and/or for a possible insurance rate
discount.
GOAL To teach defensive driving techniques, behaviors, and attitudes to individuals who have received
a traffic ticket, or who voluntarily take the course to improve their defensive driving knowledge and
skills.
COURSE CONTENT
 Driver and Traffic Knowledge.
 Driving Risk Control.
 Vehicle Control and Procedures.
 Driver and Traffic Exposure.
 Traffic Perceptual Skills, including Distracted Driving.
 Driving Environment.
 Speeding.
 New Vehicle & Highway Safety Engineering Technology.
 New Laws.
COURSE FORMAT
 Four (4) hour class conducted by a trainer.
 An interactive format including lecture, videos, and student class discussion.
 Classes are available in English and Spanish.
 A certificate is issued upon completion of the course.
CLASS AVAILABILITY
 Classes are available on a regular basis.
 Students are able to enroll and attend class the same day.
 Class locations are conveniently located throughout all counties in our service area.
 Also available on the Internet at www.FSCticketcourse.com
REGISTRATION
Students are asked to provide a copy of the Court order, DHSMV referral form/letter, or citation in order
to make sure the correct information is being listed and the proper agencies are notified of attendance.
Enroll by contacting any of our locations or registering online at www.floridasafety.org.
© Florida Safety Council, A Division of the United Safety Council, a non-profit 501(c)(3)
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BDI-8
BASIC DRIVER IMPROVEMENT (8-Hour)
Also Available on the Internet
PURPOSE
 For individuals with a history of traffic violations, poor driving skills, or as required by their
employer.
 This course is an alternative for those who have already taken BDI-4 the maximum number of
times allowed (once a year, up to five times in a lifetime) or for more serious traffic offenses.

GOAL

To teach defensive driving techniques, behaviors and attitudes to individuals who have been
court ordered or voluntarily take the course to improve their defensive driving knowledge,
attitude and behavior.

COURSE CONTENT
 Defensive driving techniques.
 Physical and mental conditions of drivers, including Distracted Driving.
 Occupant safety.
 Effects of drugs and alcohol on the driver.
 Review of Florida DUI law.
 Driving conditions and environment, following distances, etc.
 Hazards of urban, rural, and highway driving.
 Driving Skills Analysis - pre/post test.
COURSE FORMAT
 Eight (8) hour class conducted by a certified trainer.
 An interactive format including lecture, videos, and student interaction.
 A certificate is issued upon completion of the course.
CLASS AVAILABILITY
 Classes are offered regularly at different locations throughout Orange, Osceola, and Seminole
Counties.
 The 8 hour Class is also available on the INTERNET. A series of established questions and answers
are used to verify student identity during the session.
 Online course available at www.trafficclassonline.com.
REGISTRATION
 Students are asked to provide a copy of the court order or citation in order to make sure the
correct information is being listed and the proper agencies are notified of attendance.
 Enroll by contacting any of our locations or by visiting our website at www.floridasafety.org.
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DRIVER IMPROVEMENT

COURT ORDERED

DPAS
Driver Performance Analysis System
Also available on the Internet

PURPOSE
To evaluate the driving abilities of potential new drivers as well as current drivers.

DRIVER IMPROVEMENT

GOAL
To help companies reduce vehicle crashes, insurance costs, control liability exposure, determine
training needs and identify driver improvement needs.
PROGRAM CONTENT
 DPAS generates statistical profiles of an individual’s strengths and weaknesses as a driver.
 DPAS measures the overall crash probability per 100,000 miles. It further measures the crash
probability per 100,000 miles in four areas: Traffic Knowledge, Perceptual Skills, Traffic Risk and
Traffic Procedures.
PROGRAM FORMAT
DPAS is a two-phase program:
 Phase One is a 40 minute video presentation of 100 traffic scenes. After a scene is shown a narrator
makes a comment and the driver marks his answer to “agree” or “disagree” on the response form.
 Phase Two is a computer analysis of the driver’s answers. Once entered into the computer, the
driver’s statistical driver profile is generated.
 All four areas are scored showing the individual score as well as the crash probability for each
category.
An overall average score is generated along with an overall Crash Probability Score.
PROGRAM AVAILABILITY
 Once obtained, client controls how often the program is administered. An online version is also
available at www.dpasnow.com
ADDITIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMS
 When any area is identified that requires additional training, there are recommended low cost
training programs available for purchase.
Contact 407-897-4443 for further information
DPAS was developed, produced and validated by Dr. Jack K. Weaver, Ph.D.
USC Copyrighted
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FULL CLASSROOM and
BEHIND THE WHEEL COURSE (30+6)
(Exceeds high school course curriculums)

PURPOSE

For individuals in pursuit of a Florida driver’s license, or for licensed drivers that would
like to improve their driving skills.
MAY BE COURT ORDERED
To develop knowledge and skills needed to safely, legally, and economically operate a
motor vehicle. An emphasis is placed on proper decision-making, and risk management
skills. Program graduates may qualify for insurance discounts. Prepare drivers for their
road test.

COURSE CONTENT
 Hands-on road driving experience in actual traffic.
 Responsible driving habits.
 Traffic laws.
 Risk recognition and crash avoidance.
 Defensive driving techniques.
 Student experiences actual residential, rural, highway, multi-lane, and intersection driving
conditions.
COURSE FORMAT
 The 36-hour course includes 24 hours of classroom instruction utilizing the state of the art
RoadWise Driver Education curriculum and 12 hours of training in a vehicle (six hours driving and
six hours of observation), taught by state certified trainers.
 A wide variety of late model, state approved vehicles are available including sedans, sport utility
vehicles, and pick-up trucks. All state approved vehicles are equipped with dual brake control
systems and are fully insured.
COURSE AVAILABILITY
 Classes are offered regularly at different locations throughout Brevard, Orange, Osceola,
Seminole and Hillsborough Counties.
REGISTRATION
 Enroll by contacting any of our locations.
 The student must have a Florida learner’s license (DHSMV issued restricted driver’s license)
before beginning the course.
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DRIVER IMPROVEMENT

GOAL

INDIVIDUAL DRIVER EDUCATION
(One-on-One Behind the Wheel Instruction)
PURPOSE
For individuals of any age in pursuit of a Florida driver’s license, or for licensed drivers who would
like to improve their driving skills.

DRIVER IMPROVEMENT

MAY BE COURT ORDERED if poor driving skills have led to offense(s), i.e. 3 crashes in 3 years (3-in3) See page 13.
GOAL
 To develop knowledge and skills needed to safely, legally, and economically operate a motor
vehicle. An emphasis is placed on proper decision-making, and risk management skills.
 Program graduates may qualify for insurance discounts.
 Prepare drivers for FL Driver’s License exam.
COURSE CONTENT
 Hands-on road driving experience in actual traffic.
 Responsible driving habits.
 Traffic laws.
 Risk recognition and crash avoidance.
 Defensive driving techniques.
 Student experiences actual residential, rural, highway, multi-lane, and intersection driving
conditions.
COURSE FORMAT
 Composed of individual instruction tailored to the needs of the new driver.
 Sessions are two-hours in length and taught by state certified instructors.
 A wide variety of late model state approved vehicles are available including sedans, sport
utility vehicles, and pick-up trucks. All state approved vehicles are equipped with dual brake
control systems and are fully insured.
COURSE AVAILABILITY
 Classes are offered daily at different locations throughout Brevard, Orange, Osceola, Polk,
Seminole and Hillsborough Counties.
REGISTRATION
 Enroll by contacting any of our locations.
 The student must have a Florida learner’s license (DHSMV issued restricted driver’s license)
before beginning the course.
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DRIVING UNDER 25
(4-Hour)
Defensive Driving Course
for Drivers 15-25 years of age
PURPOSE

Driving Under 25 has been developed for drivers under the age of 25.
COURT ORDERED.
To promote safe and responsible driving habits along with teaching defensive driving
techniques for students under the age of 25.

COURSE CONTENT
 Identifying Problem Areas: Discussion of choice, value, attitude, behavior, and consequences.
 Consequences: Video case study - discussion of mistakes and how they could have been
avoided.
 DUI Information for Drivers Under 25.
 Responsible Driving: Avoiding past, high risk driving behaviors., including Distracted Driving.
 Dealing with peer pressure.
COURSE FORMAT
 Four (4) hour class conducted by a certified trainer.
 An interactive format including lecture, videos, and student interaction in group discussions.
 Provides easy to read material for students, in a take-home workbook.
 A certificate is issued upon completion of the course.
CLASS AVAILABILITY
 Classes are scheduled regularly in Orange, Osceola and Seminole Counties.
REGISTRATION:
 Students are asked to provide a copy of the court order or citation in order to make sure the
correct information is being listed and the proper agencies are notified of attendance.
 Enroll by contacting any of our locations or visiting our website at www.floridasafety.org
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DRIVER IMPROVEMENT

GOAL

DWLS/R
Driving While License Suspended/Revoked

DRIVER IMPROVEMENT

PURPOSE
To provide individuals arrested for driving with suspended or revoked licenses a step-by-step guide
to restoring their driving privileges; including obtaining a hardship license. This course includes
activities that enable the offender to review their attitudes, behaviors, and goals and the positive
changes they must make to retain their driver's license. COURT ORDERED
GOAL
Provide individuals with the knowledge to resolve their driving record problems. Create a more
positive driver by changing attitudes and behaviors.
COURSE CONTENT
 An explanation of the DWLS/R laws, related laws, and penalties.
 Examine and explore barriers to positive change.
 Step-by-step guidelines on resolving the individual student’s driving record problems.
 Review of procedures and sample forms needed to restore driving privileges.
 Self-improvement covering stress management, goal setting, and self-motivation.
 By the conclusion of the program, each student will develop their own set of goals to change
their driving behavior, and develop a "contract" to support lasting behavior change.
 Each student learns how to reinstate and keep their license.
 Remedies for suspension/revocation.
 Alternatives to driving illegally.
 Discuss causes of suspension/revocation.
COURSE FORMAT
 Eight (8) hour course with a student workbook.
 Small class size to maximize group interaction and provide personalized attention.
REGISTRATION
 Students are asked to provide a copy of the court order, or citation in order to to make sure the
correct information is being listed and the proper agencies are notified of attendance.
 Enroll by contacting any of our locations or visiting our website at www.floridasafety.org
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LEARNERS PERMIT TESTING
PURPOSE:
For individuals of any age interested in completing the road rules and road signs tests that are required
to obtain a Florida learner permit.

TEST FORMAT
 Available in an electronic computer format at our testing center.
 Available in a printed format.
 Tests are available in English, Spanish, and Creole.
 Students are allowed to bring a translator if needed.
TEST AVAILABILITY
 The tests are available Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. -5 p.m., and on Saturday 8 a.m.-12
p.m. at our testing center located at 1505 E. Colonial Drive Orlando, FL 32803.
 No appointment is necessary as walk-ins are welcome with no waiting.
REGISTRATION
 Enroll and take the tests at our testing center at 1505 E. Colonial Drive in Orlando.
 Minors who have not yet reached the age of 18 must bring a Parent/ Guardian with them to
sign the required consent form. No minor ID is required.
 Test takers who are married, or have reached the age of 18, do not need a Parent or Guardian
present, but must present the required ID before taking the tests. The ID requirements can be
found at www.GatherGoGet.com.
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DRIVER IMPROVEMENT

GOAL:
To provide a quiet, convenient and secure location for the students to complete the two required tests,
and to upload the scores to the state DHSMV &Tax collector offices.

MDP
Mature Driver Program – 6-hour
(COACHING THE MATURE DRIVER)
State of Florida Approved for Insurance Discounts

DRIVER IMPROVEMENT

PURPOSE
 Designed for drivers age 55 and older to review the effects of aging on driving and how to
compensate for the physical and mental changes to promote safer driving.
 Approved by the State of Florida for a mandatory 3-year Insurance Discount under F.S. 627.0652.
MAY BE COURT ORDERED as a defensive driving course for older drivers.
GOAL
 To help aging drivers maintain their safe and defensive driving skills, to understand their abilities
and learn techniques to compensate for changes.
 To provide defensive driving training for court ordered seniors.
COURSE CONTENT
 Physical effects of aging.
 Adjusting to certain driving habits.
 Backing and parking.
 Traffic law updates.
 Multiple-lane driving.
 Pedestrians.
 Road sign recognition.
 Urban, rural, and highway driving.
 Vehicle technology.
COURSE FORMAT
 A safety based curriculum, updated 2010, taught by a certified trainer.
 Six hour course that is taught in either one six hour session (with a lunch break) or over two days
with three (3) hour sessions.
 An interactive multi-media presentation with a student workbook.
 A certificate is issued upon completion of the course.
CLASS AVAILABILITY
 Classes are offered regularly at different locations throughout Brevard, and Orange Counties.
 The 6 hour Class is also available on the INTERNET.
REGISTRATION
 Enroll by contacting any of our locations or visiting our website at www.floridasafety.org
•
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TRAFFIC COLLISION AVOIDANCE COURSE
TCAC (4-hour)
Also Available on the Internet
State of Florida Approved
PURPOSE

Approved by the State of Florida.
MAY BE COURT ORDERED
GOAL
Teach defensive driving techniques, behaviors and attitudes to individuals responsible for
causing traffic crashes involving property damage and/or injuries.
COURSE CONTENT
 Dangers and costs of speeding and driving behaviors, including Distracted Driving.
 Effects of alcohol and drugs.
 Importance of safety belts and restraint systems.
 Proper driving techniques.
 Review of traffic laws.
 A certificate is issued upon completion of the course.
COURSE FORMAT
 Four (4) hour class conducted by a certified trainer.
 An interactive format including lecture, videos, and student interaction in class discussions.
CLASS AVAILABILITY
 Classes are available seven days a week.
REGISTRATION
 Enroll by contacting any of our locations or registering online at www.trafficclassonline.com
 Students are asked to provide a copy of the DHSMV referral form, or citation in order to make
sure the correct information is being listed and the proper agencies are notified of
attendance.
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DRIVER IMPROVEMENT

For drivers who are referred by the DHSMV because they have been involved, and found at fault:
 In two traffic crashes within a two year period.
 In property damage crashes of over $500 for which they were at fault.
 In crashes involving injuries for which they were at fault.

FIRST TIME DRIVER (4-HOUR)
Traffic Law & Substance Abuse Education
(TLSAE)
PURPOSE
Required by the Division of Motorist Services of the DHSMV for all first time Florida driver's license
applicants under Florida Statute 322.095.

DRIVER IMPROVEMENT

Approved by the State of Florida.
GOAL
To teach the effects of drugs and alcohol on driving and related traffic laws.
COURSE CONTENT
 Physiological and psychological consequences of alcohol and other substances of abuse.
 Societal and economic costs of alcohol and other substances of abuse.
 Effects of alcohol and other substances of abuse on a driver.
 Review of Florida traffic laws relating to the operation of a motor vehicle.
COURSE AVAILABILITY
 Classes available in English and Spanish.
 TLSAE is a 4 hour course available on the Internet
 A certificate is issued upon completion of the course, with electronic notification to
DHSMV.
REGISTRATION
Enroll online at www.floridasafety.org

A FREE Practice Driving Quiz for the Florida Learner’s License at www.FLPDQ.org
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DUI AND ALCOHOL RELATED PROGRAMS
 Meets and exceeds the state of Florida certification
requirements for DUI Program operation and staffing
(Administrative Rules 15A-10).
 Serving the Ninth and Eighteenth Judicial Circuits as a DUI
Program Provider since 1973.
 The educational component is taught by Certified Level I and
Level II DUI Instructors, who meet Florida Department of
Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles requirements.

 Certificates of DUI Program completion are presented to each
client upon successful completion of both the education
component and the evaluation component of the DUI Course.
 The DUI Program reports all successful and unsuccessful
completions of course components and substance abuse
treatment (if referred) to the Department of Highway Safety
and Motor Vehicles per F.S. 322.291. Reports are given to
Probation and the Courts upon request, provided the FSC is in
possession of valid releases of information.
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DUI

 The evaluation component is conducted by Certified
Evaluators, who meet Florida Department of Highway Safety
and Motor Vehicles requirements.

DUI LEVEL I – FIRST OFFENDER (12-hour)
Pre-Registration Also Available on the Internet
State of Florida Approved
PURPOSE
State of Florida certified program designed for individuals who have been arrested for only one DUI
or one qualifying offense, who have never previously taken a Level I Course.
Mandated, per FS 316.192(5) and 316.193(5) with level of education determined based upon the
number of lifetime DUI/Reckless Driving offenses and suspensions, per DHSMV Administrative Rule
15A-10.025(2).
MAY BE COURT ORDERED for other offenses, i.e. open container, boating under the influence. May
be DHSMV required for: out of state convictions; Minor with .02 citation; Chapter 893 Suspensions;
or to obtain “Hardship or Business Purposes Only” permits during an Administrative Suspension.
GOAL
To educate and identify those who may be harmfully involved with alcohol and other impairing
substances with emphasis on the effects of alcohol and other impairing substances on driving skills
and the body.

DUI

DUI EVALUATION
All clients undergo a one (1) hour psychosocial evaluation interview conducted by a State of
Florida Certified DUI Evaluator.
COURSE CONTENT
 Effects of alcohol and drugs on a driver's ability to operate a motor vehicle.
 Review of Florida traffic laws relating to DUI.
 Review of DUI process through the court system and DHSMV.
 Identify alternatives to future drinking and driving situations.
 Learn about drug and alcohol treatment and sober support systems available in the
community.
•

COURSE FORMAT
 Twelve (12) hour educational course utilizing approved curriculum developed by the State
of Florida.
 Course is taught by a State of Florida Certified DUI Level I Instructor.
 Teaching tools include lectures, class discussion, handouts, and videos.
COURSE AVAILABILITY
 Classes are available in English and Spanish.
 Classes are available: days, evenings and weekends.
 Classes are located in Brevard, Orange, Osceola, and Seminole Counties.
REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
 Court order if they have been convicted / Pre-trial diversion contract if applicable.
 Complete Arrest Affidavit or Traffic Crash Report (legible copies).
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DUI LEVEL I – FIRST OFFENDER (12-hour) – CONT’D
Pre-Registration Also Available on the Internet
State of Florida Approved








DUI Citation(s) (legible copies).
Breath/Blood Alcohol Level reading (BAL).
Driver's License Number.
Photo Identification (preferably a government issued identification card, student ID,
booking photo or passport.)
Proof of residency, employment or school attendance.
Clients may register prior to conviction.
Registration normally takes between 1 to 2 hours.
Enroll by contacting any of our locations in Orange, Osceola, Seminole or Brevard.

TIMEFRAME
DUI Program attendance at both classes and evaluation must be completed within 90 days of
enrollment under Florida Statute 322.291.
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DUI

*Florida DUI Program registration fees, rescheduling fees, and curriculum are established by the Department of
Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles, Administrative Rules 15A-10, and are subject to change without notice.

DUI LEVEL II – MULTI-OFFENDER (21-hour)
Pre-Registration Also Available on the Internet
State of Florida Approved
PURPOSE
State of Florida certified program, designed for individuals with more than one DUI arrest and/or
qualifying offense; and those who have previously attended a DUI school. May be required by
DHSMV for reinstatement after Administrative Suspension.
Mandated, per FS 316.192(5) and 316.193(5) with level of education determined based upon the
number of lifetime DUI/Qualifying offenses and suspensions per DHSMV Administrative Rule 15A10.025(2). MAY BE COURT ORDERED for other offenses, i.e. open container, boating under the
influence.
May be DHSMV required for out of state convictions; Minor with a second .02 citation; Chapter 893
Suspensions; or to obtain “Hardship or Business Purposes Only” permits during an Administrative
Suspension.
GOAL
To educate and identify those who may be harmfully involved with alcohol and other drugs, with
emphasis on the effects of alcohol and other impairing substances on driving skills and the body.

DUI

DUI EVALUATION
All clients participate in a DUI evaluation interview conducted by a State of Florida Certified DUI
Evaluator.
COURSE CONTENT

Effects of DUI.

Law and attitudes pertaining to DUI.

Psychological and physiological effects of alcohol and drugs.

Impact DUI has on the offender's life, family and community.

Alternative behaviors and attitudes towards drinking and driving.
COURSE FORMAT

Twenty-one (21) hour educational course utilizing approved curriculum developed by the
State of Florida.

Limited to an average of 15 clients by DHSMV Administrative Rules.

Highly interactive course taught by State of Florida Certified DUI Instructors.

Teaching tools include lectures, class discussion, handouts, and videos.
COURSE AVAILABILITY

Classes are available days, evenings and weekends.

Classes are held in Brevard, Orange, Osceola, and Seminole Counties.
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DUI LEVEL II – MULTI-OFFENDER (21-hour) – CONT’D
Pre-Registration Also Available on the Internet
State of Florida Approved
REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS









Court order if they have been convicted or Pre-trial diversion contract, if applicable.
Complete Arrest Affidavit or Traffic Crash Report (legible copies).
DUI Citation(s) (legible copies).
Breath/Blood Alcohol Level reading (BAL).
Driver's License Number, Photo Identification (preferably a government issued
identification card, student ID, booking photo or passport)
Proof of residency, employment or school attendance.
Clients may register prior to conviction.
Registration normally takes between 1 to 2 hours.

Enroll by contacting any of our locations in Orange, Osceola, Seminole or Brevard.

Florida DUI Program registration fees, rescheduling fees, and curriculum are established by the Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles, Administrative Rules 15A-10, and are subject to change without notice.
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DUI

TIMEFRAME
DUI Program classes and evaluation must be completed within 90 days of enrollment date under
Florida Statute 322.291.

IGNITION INTERLOCK DEVICE
IID
State of Florida Approved
PURPOSE
To make sure uniformity and consistency of the implementation of the Ignition Interlock program
throughout Orange, Osceola, Brevard, and Seminole Counties in accordance with F.A.C. 15A-9.
MAY BE COURT ORDERED
GOAL
Upon referral from DHSMV, the Florida Safety Council will discuss issues related to Ignition
Interlock Device (IID) violations with the offender in order to prevent future violations.
 For First time referrals, the client must report one time. The Client will meet with an
evaluator to discuss basic education of interlock device, types of violations and remedies.
 For second time referrals, the client must meet monthly with an evaluator to discuss IID
results and an ongoing plan to prevent IID violations for the remainder of their IID
requirement.
 For third time referrals, In addition to monthly appointments, HSMV requires completion of
substances abuse classes at an approved agency, FSC coordinates, track and reports
compliance to HSMV.

DUI

OBJECTIVES
 Ignition Interlock devices, when embedded in a comprehensive monitoring and service
program, lead to a 40-95% reduction in the rate of DUI offenses of convicted DUI offenders.
 Reducing the DUI rate is an important factor in public safety, as continued involvement with
alcohol when ordered to install an IID in the vehicle is a strong predictor of future DUI
involvement.
CLIENT INTERACTION
 Upon violations, as defined in Section 15A-9.010, the convicted person must contact the DUI
Program Provider (FSC) within twenty (20) days from the date of the DHSMV referral letter to
schedule an appointment.
 The DUI Program Provider (FSC) shall notify the DHSMV immediately when the convicted
person contacts the DUI program, and schedules an appointment.
 The DUI Program Provider (FSC) shall meet with the convicted person, and complete the
Ignition Interlock Device Interview Report, HSMV Form 77036 to document the face-to-face
interview.
 Subsequent appointments will be scheduled for IID violations as identified by IID vendor and
HSMV while driving pursuant to F.S. 322.2715
REGISTRATION Appointments are scheduled by enrolling at any of our Brevard, Orange, Osceola, or
Seminole County locations with a copy of the DHSMV issued letter or referral paperwork to make
sure correct information is being listed.
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DUI SPECIAL SUPERVISION SERVICES
(SSS)
Voluntary Restricted License Program Under FS 322.271 & 322.292
State of Florida Approved
PURPOSE
A voluntary program for individuals with 5 year, 10 year and permanent driver's license revocations
who apply for Special Supervision Services to demonstrate eligibility for “Business Purpose Only” or
"Employment Purposes Only" licenses. Required by DHSMV for restricted licenses, if the individual is to
legally drive during the court or DHSMV established revocation periods. Approved by the State of
Florida.
GOAL
To help to make sure the individual with the revoked license, will comply with Florida laws [FS 322.271]
in order to be granted the privilege of a restricted license.

APPLICATION
FIVE (5) YEAR REVOCATION
 Must wait one year of the five-year revocation before application.
 No operation of a motor vehicle, and no substance-related or driving arrests during this one
year period.
 Must have completed a Level II DUI program since the last DUI arrest.
 Must be enrolled or have completed any recommended treatment required by the DUI
Program.
 Must have one year abstinence from alcohol and other drugs prior to beginning SSS.
 Produce a valid photo ID.
 Have a recent revocation/conviction review report from the DHSMV Division of Driver
Licenses.
 Must complete a Statutory Eligibility Review Hearing at the DHSMV Division of Driver
Licenses and present DHSMV results letter at application.
TEN (10) YEAR REVOCATION
 Must wait two years of the ten-year revocation before application. No operation of a motor
vehicle, and no substance-related or driving arrests during at least the one year period prior
to application.
 Must have completed a Level II DUI program since the last DUI arrest.
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DUI

PROGRAM CONTENT

Includes extensive records collection - medical, treatment, prescriptions.

A two (2) hour psychosocial evaluation with a State Certified SSS Evaluator.

Initial monthly follow-up interviews with a State Certified SSS Evaluator.

Alcohol and drug tests conducted randomly.

Referral to additional treatment services to prevent relapse, if required.

Case Monitoring Services as applicable.

DUI SPECIAL SUPERVISION SERVICES (CONT’D)
(SSS)
Voluntary Restricted License Program Under FS 322.271 & 322.292
State of Florida Approved






Must have completed any recommended treatment required by the DUI Program.
Must have one year abstinence from alcohol and other drugs prior to beginning SSS.
Produce a valid photo ID.
Have a recent revocation/conviction review report from the DHSMV Division of Driver
Licenses.
Must complete a Statutory Eligibility Review Hearing at the DHSMV Division of Driver Licenses
and present DHSMV results letter at application.

PERMANENT REVOCATION – LIFETIME
Those with permanent revocations for four (4) or more DUI’s or 1 st DUI with manslaughter The
eligibility waiting period is five-years with no alcohol use, no driving during the 5 year period, and
no substance related arrests during the five-year period. The five-year waiting period begins after
incarceration ends.

DUI

PERMANENT REVOCATION – 4 DUI CONVICTIONS
There is an opportunity for persons with 4 or more DUI convictions, whose driver license is
permanently revoked, to secure a restricted license.
APPLICATION

Has served 5 years of the revocation period;

Has not been arrested for a drug-related offense for at least 5 years prior to filing the
petition;

Has not driven a motor vehicle without a license for at least 5 years prior to the hearing;

Has been drug-free for at least 5 years prior to the hearing; and

Has completed a DUI program licensed by the Department.
At the hearing, the department shall determine the applicant’s qualification, fitness, and need to
drive. The reinstatement shall be subject to the following qualifications:
1. The applicant’s license must be restricted for employment purposes;
2. The applicant must be accepted by a DUI Special Supervision Services (SSS) program licensed
by the department. The process to gain acceptance into that SSS program is:

Applicant completes a psychometric exam to identify risk factors;

Certified program staff (staff) analyze driver record;

Staff analyze FDLE record;

Staff review Letters of Abstinence from employers, neighbors, family;

Applicant completes chemical testing;

Staff review medical records, previous DUI program records, prior treatment records and
chemical test results;
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DUI SPECIAL SUPERVISION SERVICES (CONT’D)
(SSS)
Voluntary Restricted License Program Under FS 322.271 & 322.292
State of Florida Approved



Staff gather any additional information indicated;
Evaluator meets with applicant face to face conducting a bio-psychosocial evaluation
reviewing historical and current information related to their family, physical health, mental
health, treatment for physical or mental problems, employment, education, and use of
substances.
All of the above information is analyzed and presented to a staffing committee at the DUI program. A
decision is then made that the client is a good or bad risk to re-license.
REGISTRATION
The Supervision applicant must have all HSMV issued eligibility letter, HSMV issued ID and any
documentation required by the SSS Coordinator.
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DUI

REVIEW & APPROVAL
 Clinical staffing committee reviews completed SSS applications and renders one of three (3)
possible outcomes; 1) Favorable recommendation, 2)unfavorable recommendations or 3) Case
monitoring.
 A recommendation is made to the Department of Highway Safety & Motor Vehicles Bureau of
Administrative Reviews. Ignition Interlock is required under for multiple offenders under
Florida Statutes: 316.193 (4c); 316.1937, and 316.1938.
 If the DHSMV also recommends approval, the applicant becomes a SSS client for the
remainder of the revocation period, and must comply with all SSS Program requirements.
These requirements include regularly scheduled follow-up appointments with FSC; required
support group attendance; random, unannounced drug/alcohol tests; and twice a year arrest
and driving record reviews.
If the client is determined to be a good risk, the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles
makes the final determination to license or not. If the person is re-licensed, they must adhere to the
following requirements at the DUI program:
1. Install an Ignition Interlock Device (IID) on the vehicle to be used for a
minimum of five
years, meeting all requirements of that program;
2. Maintain abstinence from alcohol and other drugs;
3. Meet with an evaluator at the DUI program monthly for supervision;
4. Participate in any required treatment;
5. Participate in support groups such as Alcoholics Anonymous meetings;
6. Complete random chemical testing;
7. Have no issues with their criminal or driver record.
If the petitioner does not comply with the required supervision noted above, the program will report
the failure to the Department, and the Department will cancel the person's driving privilege.
For more information, please call 407-896-1894

YOUTH PROGRAMS
 The Florida Safety Council offers educational programs
designed for youth in the areas of prevention and awareness in
an effort to provide safety education to the community.

YOUTH PROGRAMS

 If the Court views a program as an appropriate method of
reducing the risks of future legal system involvement for the
same or similar offenses, or even more serious offenses by an
individual, then the program may be Court Ordered or made a
condition of probation or a diversion program.
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DRIVING UNDER 25 – 4 Hours
Defensive Driving Course
for Drivers 15-25 years of age
PURPOSE
Driving Under 25 has been developed for drivers under the age of 25.
COURT ORDERED

COURSE CONTENT

Identifying Problem Areas:
Discussion of choice, value, attitude, behavior, and
consequences.

Consequences: Video case study - discussion of mistakes and how they could have been
avoided.

DUI Information for Drivers Under 25.

Responsible Driving: Avoiding past, high risk driving behaviors.

Dealing with peer pressure.
COURSE FORMAT

Four (4) hour class conducted by a USC certified trainer.

An interactive format including lecture, videos, and student interaction in group discussions.

Provides easy to read material for students, in a take-home workbook.

A certificate is issued upon completion of the course.
CLASS AVAILABILITY

Classes are scheduled regularly in Orange, Osceola and Seminole Counties.
REGISTRATION

Enroll by contacting any of our locations or visiting our website at www.floridasafety.org

Students are asked to provide a copy of the court order or citation in order to insure the
correct information is being listed and the proper agencies are notified of attendance.
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YOUTH PROGRAMS

GOAL
To promote safe and responsible driving habits along with teaching defensive driving techniques for
students under the age of 25.

FIRST TIME DRIVER (4-HOUR)
Traffic Law & Substance Abuse Education
(TLSAE)
PURPOSE
Required by the Division of Motorist Services of the DHSMV for all first time Florida driver's
license applicants under Florida Statute 322.095.
Approved by the State of Florida.

YOUTH PROGRAMS

GOAL
To teach the effects of drugs and alcohol on driving and related traffic laws.
COURSE CONTENT
 Physiological and psychological consequences of alcohol and other substances of abuse.
 Societal and economic costs of alcohol and other substances of abuse.
 Effects of alcohol and other substances of abuse on a driver.
 Review of Florida traffic laws relating to the operation of a motor vehicle.
COURSE AVAILABILITY
 Classes available in English and Spanish.
 TLSAE is a 4 hour course available on the Internet
 A certificate is issued upon completion of the course, with electronic notification to
DHSMV.
REGISTRATION
 Enroll online at www.floridasafety.org
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JUVENILE ANGER MANAGEMENT
(4-hour)
PURPOSE
 Designed to help offenders, age 13 to 17, and examine their behavior, attitude and actions.
 Helps to instill discipline in the individual offender by presenting behavioral alternatives to
anger and anger control techniques.
 Serves as an alternative, which can be used by Judges of the Court, in lieu of jail and/or prison
time.
 Aids Juvenile Probation by serving as a probationary sanction or diversion program.

Note: This course may also be taken voluntarily, or with parental referral.
GOAL
The goal of the program is to decrease recidivism of first time offenders as well as educate, equip, and
inform offenders of alternative ways of coping with anger and of expressing anger in an appropriate
manner.
COURSE CONTENT
 Define and recognize anger.
 Psychological, emotional, and biological response to anger.
 Assess personal anger triggers and understand behaviors that contribute to anger.
 Control anger and develop alternative behaviors.
 Develop anger management methods and techniques, planned responses and assertive
communication skills in managing anger.
 Utilize the six-step, problem-solving technique to influence positive decision-making, attitude,
and function.
 Analyze students thinking and discuss bullying.
COURSE FORMAT

Four (4) hour course.

Small class size to maximize student participation and personalized attention.

Uses workshops that focus on specific, anger-related topics such as recognizing anger,
controlling anger, problem solving and bullying.

Anger control log.
REGISTRATION

Enroll by contacting any of our locations or visiting our website at www.floridasafety.org.
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YOUTH PROGRAMS

COURT ORDERED

JUVENILE IMPULSE CONTROL / SHOPLIFTING
(4-hour)
[Adult Class Description on Page 7]
PURPOSE
This course is designed to help offenders, age 13-17, and examine their behavior, attitude and
actions.
Open to juveniles from other referral sources in the community. Students will learn how to identify
the steps necessary to make a positive change in their lives.

YOUTH PROGRAMS

COURT ORDERED
Business referrals, youth agency referrals, and parental referrals are also encouraged.
GOAL
To reduce the reoccurrence of theft and its impact on the individual, the family, the business and
community.
COURSE CONTENT

Cause, effect and consequences of committing theft.

Impulse control and alternative behavior.

Taking control and being accountable and responsible for one’s own attitudes and
behaviors.

Identifying and distinguishing between wants and needs.

Setting effective goals and establishing priorities.

Defining and clarifying personal values.

Assertiveness, self-motivation and trust building exercises.

Identifying and defining positive behavior and attitude for a crime-free life.

Identifying positive role models and friends.

Discuss peer pressure and utilize methods and techniques in resisting peer pressure.
COURSE FORMAT

Four (4) hour course.

Uses integrity therapy and behavior modification to explore conduct and the
consequences of negative decisions and actions.

Small class size to encourage individual participation.
REGISTRATION
 Enroll by contacting any of our locations or visiting our website at www.FloridaSafety.org.
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JOLT
Juvenile Offender Life Training
(4-hour)
PURPOSE
This course is designed as an early intervention and diversion program for youthful offenders. It will assist
offenders in examining their behavior, attitude and actions by instilling discipline and offering behavioral
alternatives. The Juvenile Offender Life Training Course serves as an alternative, which can be used by the
Judges of the Court in lieu of jail and/or prison time, and aid Juvenile Probation by serving as a
probationary sanction or diversion program. MAY ALSO BE TAKEN VOLUNTARILY

REGISTRATION Enroll by contacting any of our locations or visiting our website at
www.floridasafety.org.
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YOUTH PROGRAMS

GOAL
 The goal of this program is to decrease the recidivism rate of first time offenders as well as to
educate, equip, and inform offenders of alternative ways of coping with negative behavior.
 Reduce incidents of underage possession of alcohol and tobacco, as well as possession of drugs.
 Provide alternative behaviors to be used in place of anger, the utilization of anger control techniques,
and to express anger in an appropriate manner.
 Curtail negative behavior as it relates to vandalism and destruction of property.
 Motivate students to achieve lifetime awards for positive behavior.
COURSE CONTENT
 Identify how media pressure and peer pressure influence decisions.
 Define binge drinking and the risks associated with it.
 Effects of alcohol usage/drugs on the body; laws regarding drinking, possession of alcohol/tobacco by
a minor. (Zero Tolerance Law, chapter 893, DUI Laws)
 Define and recognize anger; discuss the psychological, emotional and biological response to anger.
 Control anger and the development of alternative behaviors.
 The development of anger management methods and techniques, planned responses and assertive
communication skills in managing anger.
 Utilization of the six-step problem-solving technique to influence positive decision-making, attitude,
and function.
 Effects and consequences of domestic violence arising from anger.
 Discussion of bullying and cyber bullying.
 Choices and consequences of negative behavior.
 Setting priorities and goals.
 Consequences of the act of vandalism, destruction of property, and other forms of criminal mischief.
COURSE FORMAT
 Four (4) hour course.
 Small class size to maximize student participation and personalized attention.
 Interactive format including videos, class participation, group activities, and workbook exercises.
 Anger control logging.

LEARNERS PERMIT TESTING
PURPOSE
For individuals of any age interested in completing the road rules and road signs tests that are
required to obtain a Florida learner permit.
GOAL:
To provide a quiet, convenient and secure location for the students to complete the two
required tests, and to upload the scores to the state DHSMV &Tax collector offices.

YOUTH PROGRAMS

TEST FORMAT
 Available in an electronic computer format at our testing center.
 Available in a printed format.
 Tests are available in English, Spanish, and Creole.
 Students are allowed to bring a translator if needed.
TEST AVAILABILITY
 The tests are available Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. -5 p.m., and on Saturday 8
a.m.-12 p.m. at our testing center located at 1505 E. Colonial Drive Orlando, FL 32803.
 No appointment is necessary as walk-ins are welcome with no waiting.
REGISTRATION
 Enroll and take the tests at our testing center at 1505 E. Colonial Drive in Orlando.
 Minors who have not yet reached the age of 18 must bring a Parent/ Guardian with
them to sign the required consent form. No minor ID is required.
 Test takers who are married, or have reached the age of 18, do not need a Parent or
Guardian present, but must present the required ID before taking the tests. The ID
requirements can be found at www.GatherGoGet.com.
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DRIVERS LICENSE ROAD TESTING
PURPOSE
For individuals of any age interested in completing their Class E Driving Skills test in order to obtain a
Class E Drivers License.
GOAL
To provide the Class E Driving Skills Test on a state approved, pre-determined route in a private and
more convenient manner and to upload the score to the state DHSMV.

Adults applying for their full (Class E) operator’s license will be required to:

Currently hold a valid learner’s license or international license.

Must provide a vehicle for the driving test. The vehicle must have a valid tag, proof of
insurance, and pass a vehicle inspection. If the adult does not have a vehicle in which they
may test, they may utilize a Safety Council vehicle at an extra charge.

Photo ID – Valid passport, Alien registration card (green card), school ID.

Secondary ID – SS Card or know the number, State ID number, Green card number or I-94
number.

Test Takers who are married, or have reached the age of 18, do not need a parent or guardian
present, but must present the required ID before taking the test. The I.D. requirements may
be found at www.GatherGoGet.com.
TEST AVAILABILITY
Appointments are encouraged and may be made by calling us at 1-800-372-3335.
REGISTRATION
Appointments are encouraged and may be made by calling us at 1-800-372-3335.
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YOUTH PROGRAMS

PREPARATION
Teens applying for their full (Class E) operator’s license will be required to:

Hold learner’s license for 12 months (If under 18 years of age).

Not incur any traffic convictions.

Be certified by parent or guardian to have at least 50 hours of behind-the-wheel training, at
least 10 of which must be at night.

Photo ID – Valid passport, Alien registration card (green card), school ID.

Secondary ID – SS card or know the number, State ID number, Green card number or I-94
number.

Must bring a Parent or Guardian with them to sign the required consent form (If a minor).

SPECIALTY PROGRAMS

 In addition to Driver Improvement, DUI, and Youth Programs,
the Florida Safety Council offers courses designed to prevent
repeat offenses through education.

SPECIALTY PROGRAMS

 These programs may be Court Ordered or made a condition of
probation, if the Court views the program as an appropriate
method of reducing the risks of future legal system
involvement.
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CHILD RESTRAINT (3 Hours)
Child Restraint Occupancy Protection Course
CROP
PURPOSE
For individuals with a traffic violation for failure to use child restraints – the course offers the offenders
an alternative to paying the entire citation fee and receiving 3 points on the driver license.

Voluntary attendance is also encouraged for new parents and grandparents.
GOAL
To help drivers understand the importance of properly restraining young children while they are being
transported, and to create an awareness of how to properly utilize the safety equipment in a vehicle as
responsible adults.
COURSE CONTENT
 Crash Dynamics – How seatbelts help occupants “ride down” a crash.
 Dispelling the myths and excuses about use and avoidance of seatbelts.
 Air Bags – how they work and how to ride in airbag equipped vehicles.
 Car safety seats for children – used versus new.
 Types of car seats and when to use each type.
 How to properly inspect and install car safety seats.
 Understanding Florida’s child restraint law.
 Determine if car seats brought in by students are proper for their child, free of defects and
safe to use.
COURSE FORMAT
 Three (3) hour class conducted by nationally certified child passenger safety instructors.
 An interactive format including lecture, videos, and student interaction/hands-on learning.
 Students are to bring in car seats for inspection. [Car seats may be available at no or low cost
for qualified students if grant funding available.]
CLASS AVAILABILITY
 Classes are offered at our Orlando, Kissimmee and Tampa offices.
REGISTRATION
 Enroll by contacting any of our locations or visiting our website at www.floridasafety.org.
 Students are asked to provide a copy of the court order, or citation in order to insure the
correct information is being listed and the proper agencies are notified of attendance.
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SPECIALTY PROGRAMS

COURT ORDERED

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY TRAINING PROGRAMS
The United Safety Council offers a variety of Occupational Safety Classes at all of our locations
along with “on-site” training at the member/client selected location. In addition, Internet
classes covering over fifty safety topics are also available by visiting our website. Through our
partnership with the Volunteer State College, an OSHA Training Institute and other providers,
we offer nationally recognized certified safety programs at affordable prices.

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY

USC also offers the Certified Occupational Safety Specialist (COSS) program for those
interested in having a better understanding of their responsibilities as a safety practitioner.
Following is a partial list of programs that we currently offer in the field of Occupational
Safety:




























Confined Space Entry Awareness
Certified Occupational Safety Specialist (COSS)
DOT Drug & Alcohol Training for Drivers
DOT Drug & Alcohol Training for Supervisors
DOT Hazardous Materials for Drivers
DOT Hazardous Materials for Supervisors
Fall Protection Awareness
Fire Safety
Heat Stress
Hazardous Communication
Lockout/Tagout – Electrical Safety
Maintenance of Traffic, and Advanced MOT
Personal Protective Equipment
Powered Industrial Truck/Forklift with Skills Evaluation
Powered Industrial Truck/Forklift Refresher
Proper Lifting Techniques
Scaffolding Hazard Awareness
Trench & Shore Hazard Awareness
Essentials in Basic Emergency Care
OSHA 500 Construction Industry Train-the-Trainer
OSHA 501 General Industry Train-the-Trainer
OSHA 502 Update for Construction Industry Outreach Trainers
OSHA 503 Update for General Industry Outreach Trainers
OSHA 510 Prerequisite to OSHA 500
OSHA 511 Prerequisite to OSHA 501
OSHA Outreach Program for the Construction Industry (10 Hour/30 Hour)
OSHA Outreach Program for the General Industry (10 Hour/ 30 Hour)

Review our offerings and register at: www.occsafety.com or call 407-897-4456.
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CLOSING
We hope that you find this 2017 Edition of the Florida/United Safety Council’s Program & Services
Handbook useful. We strongly believe that the courses offered in this Handbook can make a difference
by saving lives and altering behavior in a positive manner. Therefore it is important that we deliver our
safety training and behavior management training programs to as many people as possible. To that
end, each year new programs, course delivery methods, and additional languages are added to our
ever growing list of courses in order to accommodate as many students as possible. Because of this we
encourage you to carefully look through this informative Handbook and note the changes made and
new programs added over the past several years. I encourage you to contact my office directly should
you have any questions, comments or suggestions.
For your convenience, a Violation/Course Quick Reference Guide in on the back cover that shows when
a program might be called for based on the most common court orders. We hope this tool will assist
you in the performance of your duties.

Christopher A. Earl
Executive Director,
United/Florida Safety Council

To download additional copies of this handbook please go to www.floridasafety.org
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CLOSING

In 2017 we are celebrating our 64th year of service to the Central Florida community. From a very
humble beginning to becoming one of the largest safety training agencies in the Nation, we are very
proud of our achievements, and the fact that over 70,000 students graduate from our courses each
year from places as far away as Europe, Africa, Asia and the Middle East. We realize the main reason for
this growth is the support and endorsement of our organization received from the Central Florida
community over the years. We are proud to be of service and know we have made a difference. With
your help and support we look forward to “preparing everyone for a safer tomorrow” for many years to
come.

Court Education & Rehabilitation Resources - Overview
ADI
BDI-4
BDI-8
CROP
DUI I & II
DWLS/R

JOLT

Advanced Driver Improvement – 12 Hour - An in-depth, complete driver education
program designed for the most serious offenses and/or those who reveal an ongoing
pattern of driving violations.
Basic Driver Improvement– 4 Hour - A thorough driver education review appropriate
for any driver with a moving violation or where a traffic laws refresher is needed.
Basic Driver Improvement – 8 Hour - For individuals with multiple violations in a
short period of time, or a more serious traffic violation.
Child Restraint Occupant Protection – 3 Hour - Designed for those who fail to use
proper child safety restraint measures/equipment. Designed to gain buy-in and alter
behavior.
Driving under the Influence - 12 and 21 Hour State approved. A psychosocial evaluation
component for first-time and repeat DUI offenders.
Driving While License Suspended/Revoked – 8 Hour - An eight hour course for those
driving with a suspended or revoked license or those who cannot prove licensure.
Note: Will not create citizenship issues for undocumented individuals.
Juvenile Offender Life Training – 4 Hour - Assists youthful offenders in examining
their behavior, attitude and actions and replacing misbehavior with discipline.
Includes tobacco and alcohol components.

LIVE

ONLINE



















MAP

Marijuana Awareness Program – 8 Hour - Course on risks associated with Marijuana.



MDP

Mature Driver Program (over 55) – 6 Hour - This program is meant to aid older
drivers in understanding and coping with the impact of aging on their driving abilities.
Qualifies for an insurance discount under F.S. §27.0652.



RBM

SCRAM

VAP

Remote Breath Monitoring - A portable device that randomly alerts the user when to
give a breath sample to the machine for the purpose of checking for alcohol usage.
Secure Continuous Remote Alcohol Monitoring - A technology driven monitoring
bracelet locked-on and worn around the ankle which senses and provides accurate
reporting of any alcohol consumption. Typically ordered for serious alcohol related
offenses and repeat DUI offenders.
Victim Awareness Program – 2 Hour - Program for DUI or habitual traffic offenders
designed to end their high risk patterns through a victim impact speaker(s) discussing the
tragic impact of a traffic offender’s decision on their life and their family.
Aggressive Driving – 8 Hour - Designed to educate any driver who reveals aggressive
driving behaviors or exhibits anger-related issues when behind the wheel.
Anger Management – 8 Hour (Adult) and 4 Hour (Juvenile) - Specifically designed (by
age group) for those individuals who exhibit anger issues at home, in the workplace
and/or in school; addresses underlying causes.
Driving Under 25 – 4 Hour - designed for younger drivers who reveal a pattern of
driving violations or peer-influenced driving behaviors.
Drug Abuse Monitoring - Sweat Patch - A tool to deter, detect, and receive confirmed
drug use via transdermal patch technology.
Impulse Control - 8 Hour (Adult) and 4 Hour (Juvenile) - Designed (by age group) for
those individuals who exhibit retail or petit theft behaviors; focuses on both impulses
and behavior patterns.
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